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Abstract. Let (R, m) be an excellent normal local Henselian domain, and

suppose that q is a prime ideal in R of height > 1 . We show that, if R/q is

not complete, then there are infinitely many height one prime ideals p C qi? of

R with pCiR = 0 ; in particular, the dimension of the generic formal fiber of R

is at least one. This result may in fact indicate that a much stronger relationship

between maximal ideals in the formal fibers of an excellent Henselian local ring

and its complete homomorphic images is possibly satisfied. The second half

of the paper is concerned with a property of excellent normal local Henselian

domains R with zero-dimensional formal fibers. We show that for such an R

one has the following good property with respect to intersection: for any field

L such that @(R) CiC S(R), the ring LnR is a local Noetherian domain

which has completion R .

0. Introduction

In [HRS] we established a correspondence between maximal ideals (resp.

maximal ideals of maximal height) in the generic formal fiber of some Noether-

ian domains and between certain normal birational extensions of R. As shown

there, it is possible to set up such a one-to-one correspondence if the local

Noetherian domain 7? has the following property:

The Complete homomorphic images property (CHI). Suppose p C R is a maxi-

mal ideal (resp. a maximal ideal of maximal height) in the generic formal fiber

of R . We say that R satisfies (CHI) with respect for p if, for all but at most

finitely many of the prime ideals qDp in R , the ring R/(q n R) is complete.

If this holds for all prime ideals p of R that are maximal in the generic formal

fiber of 7?, then we say that 7? satisfies (CHI).

In [HRS] we show that condition (CHI) is satisfied for a number of excellent

local domains. In fact, we know of no example of an excellent Henselian local
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domain for which condition (CHI) fails. On the other hand, as we note in

Example 1.8, condition (CHI) is not satisfied for the example given by Nagata

[N, (E3.1) and (E5.1), pp. 206-208] of a local Noetherian domain with non-
Noetherian integral closure. We also show in Examples 1.9 and 1.10 that there

are excellent local domains 7? for which condition (CHI) is not satisfied, but

the Henselization Rh of R in 1.9 and 1.10 does satisfy (CHI).
The first section of this paper is concerned with a property of local Henselian

domains 7? which indicates that condition (CHI) may be satisfied for the class

of all excellent Henselian local rings. Using Artin approximation, we show

in Theorem 1.2 that any height two prime ideal q C R, for which the ring

7?/(qn7?) is not complete, contains infinitely many height one prime ideals p„ ,

n £ N, which contract to 7? in a minimal prime ideal. Following Matsumura

in [M2], we use a(R) to denote the maximal dimension of the formal fibers of

a local Noetherian ring 7?. It follows from Theorem 1.2 that if R is a local

Noetherian ring with the approximation property and with a(R) = 0 (i.e., the

formal fibers of 7? are zero-dimensional), then the ring 7?/a is complete for

any ideal a in 7? of height > 1. Apparently a better measure of "closeness" of

an excellent local domain 7? to its completion R, but still Rh < R , is that its

Henselization 7?* has complete homomorphic images modulo ideals of small

height, rather than R, resp. Rh , be complete with respect to an ideal of large

height.
We would like to point out that we do not know if Theorem 1.2 can be

extended to prime ideals of larger height. By this we mean: is it true, for

any excellent local Henselian domain 7? and any prime ideal q C R with

ht(q) = t > 1 and the ring 7?/(q n R) not complete, that the ideal q contains
infinitely many prime ideals of height / - 1 which are in the generic formal fiber

of 7?? It seems to us that this question and the question of whether every local
excellent Henselian ring has (CHI) may very well be related, and an affirmative

answer to one of them may lead to an affirmative answer to the other.

In [R2] an excellent regular local ring R has been constructed which has the

following interesting property:

The Noetherian intermediate rings property (NIR). For any field L such that

@(R) C L C $(R), the local ring R n L is Noetherian and has completion R.

In the second part of this paper we show that condition (NIR) is satisfied by

every excellent normal local Henselian domain with zero-dimensional formal

fibers. Although we do not know if there is a descent from the Henselization to

obtain (NIR) in the case where the ring is not Henselian, we show in Theorem
2.11 that condition (NIR) is attained by analytically normal local Noetherian
domains which have a(R) = 0 and satisfy condition (CHI).

We use @(R) to denote the field of fractions of an integral domain 7?.

1. Complete homomorphic images

We are interested in studying certain properties of rings with the approxi-

mation property, i.e., local Noetherian rings which satisfy the conditions of the

following definition:

Definition 1.1. Let (7?, m) be a local Noetherian ring, and let R be the com-

pletion of R with respect to its maximal ideal m.   7? has the approximation
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property if every system of equations defined over 7?, which is solvable in 7?,

is already solvable in R . More precisely, the following holds true:

Let X = (Xx,...,Xn) be variables, and let (/) = (/,,..., fm) C R[X] be
a system of polynomials over 7?. Suppose the system of equations f = 0 has a

solution y = (yx, ... , y„) £ R" . Then there is an element y = (y\,..., yn) €

R" with f(y) = 0.

It is well known [R2] that local rings with the approximation property are

excellent and Henselian. On the other hand it was shown in [Rl] that excellent

local Henselian rings, which contain the rational numbers, have the approxima-

tion property. The approximation property for excellent Henselian rings has

also been studied by Popescu [PI, P2]. Apparently, Andre [An] has recently

shown, by using some of Popescu's ideas, that excellent local Henselian rings
which contain a field have the approximation property.

Theorem 1.2. Let R be a local Noetherian domain with the approximation prop-

erty, and let qC R be a prime ideal in R of height two. Suppose that the ring

R/q is not complete. Then there are infinitely many mutually distinct prime

ideals p„c^, n £ N, with the following properties:

(i)   P*Cq/?.

(ii)   p„n/? = (0).

Proof. We first note that since 7? is Henselian and excellent, the ideal q7? is

a prime ideal in R. We pick elements x, y £ q such that ht(x, y) = 2. Let

w £ R be an invertible element such that the residue class w' of w in R/qR

is not in R/q.

Let p„ C qR be a prime ideal of height one in R, which contains the element

x"w + y . Since the ideal (x, y)R has height two and since w is invertible in

R, the prime ideals p„ are mutually distinct. We want to show that the prime
ideals p„ are in the generic formal fiber of the ring 7?. We fix some m e N

and identify the prime ideal pm with p in the following.

Assume that p n 7? # (0). Then p = (p n R)R. Let px, ... , p, £ R be

generators of p. We can find elements a, 6 7? such that

r

xmw+y = ^diPi.

i=\

Since R has the approximation property, for every integer n £ N, we can find

elements w„ and ain £ R such that

r

xmw„ + y = ^2 ainPi.    w -wn£mn ,    and   a, - ain £ mn.

This implies

xm(w - w„) £ p/J   for all n £ N.

Since p is a height one prime ideal and since, by assumption, ht(x, y) = 2,
we conclude

w - wn £ p   for all n e N.

But this implies also w - wn £ qR for all n £ N, and hence w' equals the

residue class of w„ in 7?/q. This contradiction completes the proof.   □
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Corollary 1.3. Let R be a local domain with the approximation property, and

let q c R be a prime ideal of height > 1. Suppose that the ring R/(q n 7?) is

not complete. Then there are infinitely many height one prime ideals pcq with

pn7? = 0.

Proof. We can assume ht(q) = 2. If q is extended from 7?, Theorem 1.2

applies. If q is not extended from R, the intersection q n 7? must be a prime

ideal of height < 2, and all but at most finitely many of the height one prime

ideals of R contained in q must contract in R to (0).   □

Similarly, we see immediately

Corollary 1.4. Let R be a local ring with the approximation property, and let q

be a prime ideal in R with ht(q) > 1. Suppose that the ring R/(q n 7?) is not

complete. Then for every minimal prime ideal w c q there are infinitely many

height one prime ideals p with w c p c q such that p n R is the minimal prime

wnR of R.

The possible dimensions of the formal fibers of a local Noetherian ring are

considered in [M2] and [R3]. In [R3] an excellent regular local ring Rs has

been constructed which has the following properties:

(a) The completion Rs of Rs has infinite transcendence degree over Rs.

(b) For every nonzero ideal a C Rs, the ring Rs/a is complete, and a(Rs)
= 0.

We would like to note that if 7?* is the regular local ring from [R3], then

the ring /^[[^l], where w is a variable, is another example of an excellent
regular local ring with zero-dimensional formal fiber. But the height one prime

p = to/^[[to]] gives a factor ring Rs[[w]]/p = Rs that is not complete. Rather

than condition (b), the ring /^[[w]], and its Henselization, satisfy the slightly
weaker condition

(b') For all but finitely many prime ideals p C T^ft^]], the ring Rs[[w]]/p

is complete.
It would be interesting to know whether every excellent Henselian local do-

main 7? with a(R) = 0 satisfies condition (b'). So far we have only obtained

from Theorem 1.2

Corollary 1.5. Let R be a local ring with the approximation property and with

a(R) = 0, and let aCS be an ideal of height > 1. Then

(i) the ideal a is extended from R,

(ii) the ring R/(an R) is complete.

Proof. Every prime ideal qC^ containing a has ht(q) > 1 . Since a(R) =

0, Corollary 1.4 implies that the ring 7?/(q n 7?) is a complete local domain.
Therefore, 7?/(a n 7?) has the property that modulo any minimal prime it is a

complete local domain. It follows (cf. {HRS, Corollary 1.10]) that 7?/(an7?) is

complete. Thus, (an R)R = a, and a is also extended from R .   □

Corollary 1.6. Let R be a local domain with the approximation property and

with a(R) = 0. Suppose that R is complete with respect to the a-adic topology

for some nonzero ideal a c 7?. Then R satisfies condition (CHI).

Proof. Let qC^ be a prime ideal of height one that does not contain a. Then

the ideal (q + a")R is of height at least two for every n £ N . By Corollary 1.5
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the ring R/((q + an)RnR) is complete, but

R/((q + an)R n 7?) = R/((q f) R) + a").

Since lim (7?/((qn7?) + a")) is the a-adic completion of /?/(qnR) and since 7?

is a-adically complete, we see that the ring R/(q n 7?) is complete. Therefore,
7? satisfies condition (CHI).   □

Example 1.7. Let 7?^ be the excellent regular local ring of [R3] with a(Rs) = 0.

The power series extension 7?*[[?£>]] of 7?^ is another example of a regular lo-

cal ring with a(7?i[[zi)]]) = 0. Although 7?* and i?i[[io]] are possibly not

Henselian, they both satisfy condition (CHI). We would like to note that by ad-

joining more variables the dimension of the formal fiber increases. For example,

the ring Rs[[w , v]] has a generic formal fiber of dimension one.

Example 1.8. Nagata in [N, (E3.1) and (E5.1), pp. 206-208] has the following
construction. Let A: be a field of characteristic p > 0 such that [k: kp] = oo;

let xx, ... , xn be indeterminates; and let Rn = kp[[xx, ... , xn]][k]. Na-

gata shows that Rn is an n -dimensional regular local ring with completion

Rn = k[[xx, ... , xn]] and that 7?„ < Rn with Rn a purely inseparable integral

extension of 7?„ . It follows that 7?„ is Henselian and that the formal fibers of

Rn are zero-dimensional. Moreover, Rn is not a Nagata ring (cf. [M3, Theo-

rem 71, p. 237]). It is clear from the construction that, for t with 0 < t < n,

we have 7?( = Rn/(xt+x, ... , xn)Rn . This shows that Theorem 1.2 is not true

for an arbitrary local Noetherian Henselian domain.

Example 1.9. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and let x be a variable
over k . We consider the extension of discrete valuation rings k[x\X) C k[[x]]

and take a transcendence basis (tu,),6; c k[[x]] of k((x)) over k(x). We

define D = k(x, itf,-);e/ n k[[x]]. Obviously, D is a discrete valuation ring

with completion k[[x]]. Since D contains a field of characteristic zero, D is

excellent. Moreover, it follows from a theorem by Schmidt [BKKN, (2.3.11)]
that D is not Henselian, and hence D is not complete. Let 7? be the ring

D[y](x,y), where y is another variable. Obviously, 7? is an excellent local

domain with completion k[[x, y]]. It is equally easy to see that 7? is contained

in the ring fc[[x]][y](Xj,), which is algebraic over 7?. This implies, in particular,

that a(R) = 0. For rings 7? with a(R) = 0, condition (CHI) requires that the

ring 7?/p be complete for all but finitely many prime ideals p C 7?. But this

is not satisfied for the ring R constructed above; namely, take any element

d £ (x)D. Then the prime ideal (y - d)R c R is such that R/(y - d)R = D.
Thus 7? is an example of an excellent local ring which does not satisfy condition

(CHI). On the other hand, its Henselization Rh contains the ring MMHy]^)

and hence satisfies (CHI).

Example 1.10. In order to construct an excellent local domain 7? with a(R) > 0

which does not satisfy condition (CHI), we modify the example from 1.9 by

adjoining more variables. So let Rm = D[yx, ... , ym](X,yi ym) ■ Moreover,

we assume that the field k is the field of rational numbers Q. Additionally,

we pick the transcendence basis (Wj)j&j c k[[x]] such that it contains the

algebraically independent set ex", n £ N. A similar argument as in Example

1.9 shows that a(Rm) = dim(7?m)-2 = m — 1. As shown in [M2, Example 2, p.
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264], the prime ideal p = (yi-yxey^, ... ,ym-yxey™) C k[[x, yx, ... , ym]] is

maximal in the generic formal fiber of the ring &:[[x]][.Vi, ■ • • , ym\(X,yx.ym) ■

Since the Henselization of 7?m contains the ring /c[Lxr]][j>i, ... , ym]{X,yi,...,ym),

the prime ideal p is also maximal in the generic formal fiber of

Pm = D[y\ , ■■■ , ym\X,yx ,...,ym)-

We consider the prime ideals q„ = (yx - xn , p) in k[[x, yx, ... , ym]]. Since

Qn = (y\ -xn , y2-x"ex ",..., ym-xnex""'), obviously q„ is extended from Rm

and Rm/(qnr\Rm) = D . Thus there are infinitely many prime ideals q„ D p of

Rm such that Rm/(qnnRm) is not complete, so Rm does not satisfy condition

(CHI). Again, however, the Henselization of Rm does satisfy condition (CHI).

These examples demonstrate that condition (CHI) could only possibly be

true in general for excellent Henselian local rings. Since we do not know if

Artin approximation can provide a more general result than Theorem 1.2, in

the remainder of this section we present several results which do not involve

approximation.

Proposition 1.11. Suppose (R, m) is a local Noetherian ring that is complete

with respect to an ideal a of positive height. IfpQR is a prime ideal such that

dim(R/p) = 2 and pnR is a minimal prime of R, then R satisfies (CHI) with

respect to p.

Proof. Since p n 7? is a minimal prime of 7?, a" is not contained in p for

any n £ N. If (p + a")i? is m7?-primary, then p is extended from 7? by

[HRS, Lemma 1.15], and hence 7?/(pn7?) is complete, so 7? has (CHI) with

respect to p. Suppose (p + a")7? is not m/?-primary. If q is a prime ideal with

p < q < mi? and a is not contained in q, then (q + a" )R is mi?-primary, and

by a similar argument to that above using [HRS, Lemma 1.15], we see that q

is extended from 7? and R/(qDR) is complete.   □

Suppose (7?, m) is a local Noetherian domain with completion 7? and q is

a prime ideal of R such that R/(q n R) is not complete. We are interested in

what we can say about the existence of prime ideals of R that are contained in

q and are in the generic formal fiber of 7?. If we set A = R^dr and B = Rq,

then B is a local Noetherian ring that dominates and is faithfully flat over trie
local Noetherian domain A, and the prime ideals contained in q and in the
generic formal fiber of R correspond in a natural one-to-one way to the prime

ideals of B in the generic fiber over A .

If q is extended from 7?, so (qC\R)R = q, then the completion of R/(q(~)R)

is R/q. If, moreover, 7? is excellent and Henselian, and if R/(q n R) is not

complete, then we have 7?/(q n 7?) < 7?/q, and since R/(q n 7?) is excellent

and Henselian, it is algebraically closed in its completion. Therefore, Theorem

1.12, with A = RqnR and B = 7?q , gives an alternative proof for Theorem 1.2

in the case where 7?q is normal.

Theorem 1.12. Suppose (A, m) is a two-dimensional normal local Noetherian

domain that is analytically irreducible and (B, n) is a normal local Noetherian

domain that dominates A and is faithfully flat over A. If B is not algebraic
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over A and also if B/n as afield extension of A/m is not algebraic, then there

exist infinitely many height one prime ideals of B in the generic fiber over A .

Proof. Choose t £ B such that the image of t in B/n is transcendental over
A/m. Modifying t if necessary by an element of n, we may assume that t is

transcendental over A. Since the residue of t in B/n is transcendental over

A/m, we have mA[t] = A[t] nn. Therefore, (B, n) dominates A(t) = A[t]m[t],

the "Kronecker" extension of A obtained by localizing A[t] at the multiplica-

tive set of polynomials in A[t] that have a unit coefficient. We note that A(t)

is a two-dimensional normal local domain with completion A(t) which is the

completion of A(t), and A being analytically irreducible implies that A(t) is

analytically irreducible. Let C = Br\&(A)(t). Then C is a normal local Krull

domain that birationally dominates A(t). Moreover, every height one prime

of C is the contraction of a height one prime of B, and the fact that B is

faithfully flat over A implies that the maximal ideal m of A is not contained

in any height one prime of B. Since A(t) is a two-dimensional Noetherian
domain, C is Noetherian, and dim(C) < 2 [Ni, Corollary 3, p. 398]. There-
fore, mC is primary for the maximal ideal of C. Since A(t) is analytically
irreducible, it follows that A(t) = C [N, (37.4), p. 137; C, Theorem 3, p. 663].
Since there are infinitely many height one primes of A(t) in the generic fiber

over A and since each height one prime of C = Br\€(A)(t) is the contraction

of a height one prime of B, we conclude that there are infinitely many height
one primes in the generic fiber of B over A .   D

Corollary 1.13. Suppose (R, m) is an excellent normal local Henselian domain.

If q is a prime ideal of R of height > 2 such that R/q is not complete, then

there exist infinitely many prime ideals of R that are in the generic formal fiber

of R and are contained in qR. Thus if a(R) = 0, then, for any ideal a c R
with ht(a) > 2, the ring R/(anR) is complete and a is extended from R.

Proof. If 7?/q is not complete, then, for any prime ideal qo C q, we also

have that R/qo is not complete since 7?/q is a homomorphic image of R/qo ■

Therefore, we may assume that ht(q) = 2.   With A = Rq and B = R -,

Theorem 1.12 implies the existence of infinitely many prime ideals in q7? that

are in the generic formal fiber of 7?. Thus a(R) = 0 implies that R/q is

complete for each prime ideal q in 7? of height > 2. It follows (cf. [HRS,

Corollary 1.10]) that R/(anR) is complete and (an7?).R = a for each ideal a

of R with ht(a) > 2.    □

2. Intermediate Noetherian rings

In this section we continue our investigation of excellent local Henselian

rings 7? with zero-dimensional formal fibers. We show that these rings, if

they are integrally closed, have condition (NIR), i.e., for any field L such that

& (R) cic (@(R) , the intermediate ring D = LnR is local Noetherian with

completion R.

We begin with a result in a more general setting.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose Ac. B are integral domains, and assume that:

(i) every ideal in A is contracted from B,

(ii) every principal ideal in B is the extension of a principal ideal in A.
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If L is afield such that S(A) c L C @(B) and D = BnL, then every ideal
in D is contracted from B, and the map d -+ dB defines a one-to-one inclusion

preserving correspondence between the ideals of D and the ideals of B. In

particular, if B is Noetherian, then D is Noetherian.

Proof. We note that the condition that every principal ideal of B is the exten-

sion of a principal ideal of A implies that every ideal in B is extended from A .

Since by hypothesis every ideal in A is contracted from B , it follows that the

ideals of A and B are in one-to-one correspondence with respect to extension

and contraction.

If d £ D, then by hypothesis dB = aB for some a £ A. Since D — B n L,
we have

dD = dB n D = aB n D = aD.

It follows that every ideal of D is extended from A . Let / be an ideal in D.

Then / = (/ n A)D, so IB = (I n A)B. Since every ideal in A is contracted

from B, IBnA = Ir\A. Let J = IBC\D. Then IB = JB, so

/n^c/n^c75n^ = 7fin^ = /n^.

Therefore, 7 = (/ n /1)Z> = (/ n A)D = J . We conclude that every ideal of D
is contracted from B . Since every ideal in B is extended from A, every ideal

in B is extended from D, and the other assertions of the theorem follow.   □

Remark 2.2. We remark that if B is local, then any principal ideal of B that is
extended from A is the extension of a principal ideal of A ; and the condition

that every ideal of A is contracted from B is satisfied if B is faithfully flat

over A .

Corollary 2.3. Let (R, m) be an analytically irreducible local Noetherian domain

with a(R) — 0. Suppose additionally that every ideal in R is extended from R.

Then R satisfies condition (NIR), i.e., for any field L such that S(R) cic

(S(R), the ring D = RnL is local Noetherian with completion D — R.

Proof. The hypotheses imply that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied.

Since every ideal in D is contracted from 7?, it follows that mD is the maximal

ideal of D and D = R.   a

Example 2.4. Corollary 2.3 applies to the example of the excellent regular local

ring Rs constructed in [R3]. But it does not apply to Nagata's example men-

tioned in Example 1.8. As Nagata has shown, if 7? = k2[[x, y, z]][k], where k

is a field of characteristic 2 with [k: k2] — oo , then for an appropriate element

d £ R - R the integral closure T of the ring R[d] is not Noetherian. Since

T — @(R)(d) n 7?, the Noetherian intermediate rings property (NIR) does not

hold for this R.

In order to apply Theorem 2.1 to a broader class of excellent local rings, we

note the following facts about ideals in 7? being extended from R:

Proposition 2.5. Let (R, m) be an excellent Henselian local domain with a(R) =

0. Suppose that q C R is a prime ideal of height one such that the ring j?q is

regular. Let w C q be a q-primary ideal of R. Then w is extended from R.
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Proof. Since 7? is Henselian with a(R) = 0, the prime ideal q is extended

from 7?. We put q0 = q n R and w0 = w n 7?. Obviously, the ideal w0
is qo-primary. We consider the induced morphism of discrete valuation rings

7?qo -» Rq . Suppose the element u £ qo is such that qoRqo = uRqo. Then we

also have qRq - uRq, and there is an integer / e N such that wi?q = ulRq.

This implies ul £ w n 7? = w0 and, hence, v/0Rq - w7?q . Since 7? is excellent

Henselian, the ideal woT? is q-primary, and thus wqT? = w.   D

Corollary 2.6. Let R be an excellent normal local Henselian domain with a(R)

= 0. Then every ideal of R is extended from R.

Proof. By Corollary 1.13 every ideal of 7? of height > 1 is extended from

7?, and by the previous proposition any unmixed ideal of R of height one is

extended. Thus every ideal of 7? is extended from 7?.   □

Corollary 2.7. Let (R, m) be an excellent normal local Henselian domain with

a(R) — 0. Then R satisfies condition (NIR), i.e., for any field L such that

S(R) CLc S(R), the ring D = LnR is a normal local Noetherian domain

with completion R. If additionally, the rational numbers Q are contained in

R, then D is excellent.

Proof. By Corollary 2.6 the assumptions of Corollary 2.3 are satisfied. The

formal fibers of D are zero-dimensional, and every ideal of D = R is extended

from D. Thus, D is excellent if Q C D.   U

Question 2.8. We do not know an example of an excellent local domain JR

which contains a field of positive characteristic and is such that a(R) = 0,

dim(R) > 3 , and R<R.

Remark 2.9. It is very well possible that the Noetherian intermediate rings prop-

erty is satisfied for a larger class of local Noetherian rings. For example, Val-

abrega has shown in [V, Proposition 3, p. 3] that, if C is a DVR and y an
indeterminate, then for any field L such that &(C[y]) CLC &(C[\y]]) the

ring D = LC\ C[[y]] is a regular local ring with completion C[[>>]]. Thus, if

k is a field and x, y are variables, then for any field L such that k(x, y) C

L C £?(&[x][[y]]) the ring D = L n k[[x, y]] is a two-dimensional regular local

ring with completion k[[x, y]]. It would be interesting to know if Valabrega's

result can be extended to local Noetherian domains R (assume excellent and

Henselian if necessary) with a(R) = 1 and intermediate fields

@(R)CLC0((R,t)h),

where (7?, /)A is the completion of 7? with respect to the principal ideal (t) C

7?. In general, for a field L such that k(x,y) CLC S(k[[x, y]]), it can
happen that D = L n k[[x, y]] is three-dimensional and, therefore, does not

have completion k[[x, y]] (cf. [HR]).
In case 7? is a local Noetherian ring which satisfies a(R) = 0 and condition

(CHI), we obtain that for all but at most finitely many prime ideals pC^

the ring 7?/(p n R) is complete. If we assume additionally that 7? is analyti-
cally normal, we can conclude that 7? also satisfies condition (NIR) by using

the following slightly weaker version of a theorem by Nishimura [Ni] on Krull

domains:
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Lemma 2.10 [HRS, (1.5)]. Let D be a Krull domain. If D/p is Noetherian for
all but at most finitely many of the height one prime ideals p of D, then D is

Noetherian.

Theorem 2.11. Suppose (R, m) is an analytically normal local Noetherian do-

main with a(R) = 0. 7/7? satisfies (CHI), then R also satisfies (NIR), i.e., for

every field L such that €(R) C L C &(R), the ring D = Lf)R is normal local

Noetherian with completion D = R.

Proof. Obviously, the ring D is a Krull domain. We want to show that D

satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.10. Let pi, ... , p„ be the prime ideals

in 7? for which the ring 7?/(p,Ti7?) is not complete, and let qi, ... , q* be their

contractions to D. We take a height one prime ideal qC D which is different

from the q,. Since every height one prime ideal of D is the contraction of

a height one prime ideal in 7?, there exists a prime ideal p c 7? such that

q = p n D. We obtain inclusions

7?/(p n 7?) C D/q C R/p.

By assumptions the ring 7?/(p n 7?) is complete, and therefore the above in-

clusions are equalities and D/q = R/n. Thus, D/q = R/(q n 7?), so D is
Noetherian by (2.10), and we conclude that D is a normal local Noetherian
domain. Moreover, if a £ m - (pi n • • • n p„), then 7?/a7? is complete and

aRC\D = aD. Therefore, R/aR = D/aD - R/aR. It follows that mZ> is the

maximal ideal of D, and hence that D = R.   □

Corollary 2.12. Suppose (R, m) is an excellent normal local Henselian domain

with a(R) = 0. 7/7? is complete with respect to the a-adic topology for some

nonzero ideal a c R, then R satisfies condition (NIR).

Proof. Using Corollary 1.13, and a similar argument as in the proof of Corollary

1.6, we see that 7? satisfies condition (CHI), so Theorem 2.11 applies.   □

Example 2.13. Let Z?s[[w]] be the excellent regular local ring of Example 1.7.

Its Henselization Rs[[w]]h satisfies the assumptions of Corollary 2.12 and thus

satisfies condition (NIR).
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